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Ahst ract

If th ere C M b t  neutr al  lepton s wi t h  ma s s e s  in the range 

50 eV to 5 GeV, they w ou l d  iiavo boon p r e s e n t  in thermal 

euui 1 l bri um  in the e a r l y  a taj es  of  the hot big bang. In the 

s u bs e qu e n t e v o l u t i o n  of the u n iv e rs e ,  if t hei r l i f e t i m e  is 

s u f f i c i e n t l y  long, t hei r mass d o m i n a t e d  the e n e r g y  d e n s i t y  

of the un iv er s e.  In this p a p e r  we c o n s i d e r  the ef f e c t  of 

t he ir p r e s e n c e  on the sy nt he s is  « f  e l e m e n t s  111 the ea rl y 

u n ive rs e.  Of the o b s e r v e d  p r im o rd i al  a b u n d a nc e s , we find the 

h e l i u m  a b u n d a n c e  to he i n de pe nd ent  of t hei r e x i s t e n c e ,  but we 

find the d e u t e r i u m  a b u n da n ce  to be s u f f i c i e n t l y  s e n s i t i v e  to 

a l l o w  b ou nds  to lie p l ac e d  on the nass , lifeti me , an d d e ca y  

iroJos o ‘~ : tn y  hoai’y n e ut r i no s . In p a r t i c u l a r ,  on the ba sis 

of p.-esent best e s t i m a t e s  of a s t r o p h y s i c a 1 p a r a m e t e r s ,  we r e 

duce p r e v i o u s  radi-itive lifetime h o un d s 011 the ordei of  m o n t h s  

to bounds  on the o r d e r  of ho ur s,  and e x p a n d  the r a n g e  of ma s s e s  

for wh it h no 1 adi.1 t ivelv d e c a y i n g  ma s s i v e  neutral le ptons a e 

al l ow e d,  to 50 e V- 1 0 0 V.eY.
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Evidence for the existence of a massive charged lepton 

of m s s  about 2 GeV has now been confirmed.1 It is strongly 

suspected, but not yet proven, that the new charged lepton is 

accompanied by a new type of neutrino. If the new neutrino 

exists, its aass can on the basis of present experimental 

inforaation be as large as several hundred MeV. (Experi

mentally ,*re know mv« < 60 eV;2 *v„ < .65 MeV.3) Indirect
™ M

evidence from other experiments* has as one interpretation 

extension of the faaily of leptons to include new, heavy, neutrinos 

possibly unrelated to a charged lepton. Direct experiaental de

tection of these particles is exceedingly difficult and in 

the near future indirect evidence aay provide the only clues 

to their existence and properties. The object of the present 

work is to derive such evidence froa the synthesis of elements 

in the priaordial big bang. In it we will avoid assuming any par

ticular model for the interactions of the heavy neutrino in order 

to allow our results to have the widest possible applicability.

Standard cosmological models* require neutrinos of masses 

SO eV-S GeV to be unstable. It was shown by Cowsik and 

McClelland6 that a sum of light neutrino masses (mVe ♦ mV)j ♦ •••) 

greater than 50 eV would result in a present energy density 

greater than the critical density. (Cowsik has recently im

proved this limit from other evidence.7) It was pointed out 

by Lee and Weinberg8 and by Dicus, Kolb, and Teplitz9 that

I . Introduction
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if the neutrino is heavy enough (greater than a few GeV), 

there will be sufficient annihilation before decoupling to 

ensure that the present neutrino energy density not exceed 

the upper bound (=10* ^  gm cm*3) determined by cbservation of 
the deceleration of the universe. It was also shown by Dicus 

et al.9 that for neutrino masses between these two extremes, 

a lifetiae shorter than the age of the universe can allow the 

aassless decay products to be red shifted to produce a present 

energy density less than the critical density.

In previous work*0 Dicus et al. derived restrictions on 

the mass, lifetime, and decay modes of heavy neutrinos from 

several cosmological considerations. The principal result 

was the calculation of an upper bound on the lifetime for 

radiative decay of massive neutral leptons such that the uni* 

verse would still be sufficiently dense that the y ' s  would be 

degraded by Bremsstrahlung and double COmpton emission to the 

temperature of the universe. Restrictions from element forma

tion were only touched on briefly there. The cosmic abundances 

of light elements are known to be sensitive to most deviations 

from the standard big bang cosmology. Recently the helium 

abundance has been used to limit the number of types of massless 

neutrinos.11 In this paper we calculate restrictions on the 

properties of heavy neutrinos (hereafter called v^) from their 

effect on the formation of light elements in the early universe.

In Section II we describe briefly the evolution of a 

universe with heavy neutrinos. He give the present observational



limits on astrophysical quantities such as element abuifflances 

and the density of the universe; and we describe the calcula- 

tion of abundances as a function of the density. In Section 

III'we calculate the abundances and discuss their dependence 

on the mass, lifetime, and decay modes of vH> In Section IV we 

interpret our bounds and discuss their significance in building 

models with heavy neutrinos.

Our principal result is that, in the case that the v^- 

decay products include y's or charged particles, the vH life

time is bounded by a function of the vH mass that, for most 

possible masses, is less than a few hours (Fig. 8). This is to 

be compared with the limit of a few months found in Ref. 10 

from the requirement that the resulting y ' s thermalize. The 

present limits are, however, dependent on current best measure

ments for cosmic deuterium abundances. The essential ideas in de

riving the lifetime upper bounds in the present paper are as follows:

(1) Existence of cosmic deuterium puts bounds on the ratio, R^, of 

baryons to photons at nucleosynthesis; (2) Radiative decay after

nucleosynthesis tends to make Rgy observed today smaller than at 

nucleosynthesis.

An observation made in Ref. 10, which should be repeated, 

is the following: If the decay ■* v ^y proceeds with a coupling 

constant f, the radiative lifetime tg is proportional to 1/f2.

The same coupling constant enters into the one photon exchange 

contribution to the process ♦ X * vH ♦ y and this cross 

section is proportional to f2. We may therefore set model in

dependent lower limits on the lifetime of massive neutrinos by 

requiring that f be low enough that the v() contribution to the 

total cross section is less than the total observed experimentally. 

In Ref. 10 Dicus et al. found that the most restrictive upper 

limit on f2 (lower limit on t „ )  came from the Reines experiment.
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v" + e ♦ V-, ♦ e. It was found that this lower limit was greater 
e e

than the thermalization upper limit for my^ < SO keV. The 

upper limit found in the present work extends the forbidden 

region to 100 keV.

Model-dependent calculations of V|j lifetimes related to 

the work of Ref. 9 and Ref. 10 have also been done by Goldman 

and Stephenson12 and by Sato and Kobayashi.13 Sato and Sato 

have also considered analogous limits on Higgs meson life

times.14 They have, in addition, informed us that they have 

in progress nucleosynthesis calculations similar to those of ■ 

the present paper but using a different computer code. Fi

nally, a careful study of the implications for galaxy and 

cluster formation and structure of stable neutral massive 

leptons has been performed by Gunn et al.ls

We may summarize the status of information on massive 

neutral lepton lifetimes as follt>ws: (1) If vH has a mass 

between SO eV and S GeV it must decay;6'8’9 (2) astrophysical 

considerations of Cowsik7 place severe restrictions on the 

existence of neutrinos of masses lower than 50 eV; (3) knowledge 

of an upper bound on the t'otal mass of the universe puts a 

limit (dependent on the neutrino mass) on the order of a frac

tion of the lifetime of the universe on the vH lifetime for 

SO eV < mVH < S GeV;9 (4) if decays into charged particles 

or y ' s ,  thermalization of the resulting y ' s puts a mass inde

pendent upper limit on the order of months on the V|| lifetime;

(S) if vH decay produces y's» the present work shows that
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priaoriiiil nucleosynthesis puts • u s s  dependent upper limit 

on the order of hour* on the vH lifetime; (6) if the vH decay 

produces y's, the Reines experiment puts • u s s  dependent lower 

liait on the vH lifetime.10

7

II. Heavy Neutrinos and Cosmology

A. Evolution of a Universe with Heavy Neutrinos

The evolution of a universe with heavy neutrinos has 

been described elsewhere.1® Here we review briefly the im

portant features. In the very early stages the heavy neu

trinos, vH , are kept in thermal equilibrium by their inter

actions with \>e , vy , etc. and are in turn kept in 

thermal equilibrium by their interactions with electrons and 

muons. As the universe expands, the number densities and 

temperature of all particles drop. We can define a decoupling 

temperature TD for the heavy'neutrinos by equating their 

average interaction time as a function of the temperature 

t„(T) to the age of the universe at that temperature16 ;

<nn>
— 2----  (la)

<nHnH<7|v|>

t . - L-2.9.— 10-2-° sec . (lb)
universe T M N O

nH (T) is their equilibrium number density at temperature T, |v| 

is their relative flux, and o is the sum of the cross sections 

for

VH * ve * ue ■ VM + vw • e + e (2)

I
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The use of other interactions to keep the neutrinos in thermal 

equilibrium has been considered; but the use of (2) will be 

sufficient for our needs.

In Sectiot, III we will evaluate the temperature at de

coupling, Tp, and the number density at decoupling, n^, as a

function of the mass of the heavy neutrino by equating (la)

and (lb) for reasonable values of the cross section of (2).

After decoupling, the neutrinos are in free expansion and

their energy density decreases in the expansion of the universe

as Pvjj - R"3 ~ T3. The eneTgy density of relativistic particles

decreases as p^ - R 4 - T4. Therefore if the lifetime of vH

is large enough (dashed line-in Figure 6) domination of the

mass of the universe by relativistic particles gives way to

domination of the mass of the universe by the mass of the heavy

neutrinos. For neutrino masses from .5 to 2S meV this will

occur either immediately before, or during, nucleosynthesis.

The universe remains dominated by the massive neutrinos until

they decay (as they must to allow pnow < p£).

We consider two complementary scenarios for \>H decay:

1) V|j decay creates photons, either prompt (vh * v ],y ) or delayed 

(vH *e*e‘vL, n°v̂  ...) or (2) «H decay does not create photons 

(vjj^v^v^v^). vL is a massless neutrino. In the event photons 

are created by vH decay, and the lifetime of vH is sufficient 

to allow the universe to have been dominated by the vH , the 

photons from the decay deposit a large amount of entropy in 

the universe which increases the photon temperature appreciably.

9

If only aassless neutrinos result from vH decay, the photon 

temperature of the universe remains unchanged.

B. Limits froa Present-day Observables
A

The major product of big-bang nucleosynthesis is Ho. . 

Froa various observations we may conservatively place the
A

primordial mass fraction of He in the range 22-291, and

probably require the mass fraction to be closer to 29t.17

18The standard big bang calculation predicts a helium abundance 

between 17 and 27*, in excellent agreement with observation.

The fact that the helium abundance is correctly predicted, 

lends credence both to the assumptions in the standard aodel, - 

and the method of the abundance calculations. Most aodifica- . 

tions of the standard big bang model are in gross disagreement 

with the observations.17 These observations also indicate the
| y

He is of primordial origin.

2H is the next most likely element of primordial abundance 

that may be determined by present, observations.. The current 

abundance observations suggest a 2H primordial mass fraction of- 

2 * 10*S < X(2H) < 10**. The deuterium abundance is.very sen

sitive ,to the one input parameter in the calculation; this fact 

will be exploited below to place bounds on the properties of 

the heavy neutrino.

Determination of the primordial abundances of other nuclei 

is obscured by the fact that:even if precise present day abun

dances were known, it is at present difficult to separate the 

percent of each that was aade in the big bang froa the percent



made later In stars. We will determine the abundances of other 

elements produced in the big bang, but -their interpretation is 

unclear at this tiae.

The single.input parameter in the standard calculation 

depends (solely in the case Vy ♦  ♦ 2«j) on the present day 

baryon density'. The present baryori density may be expressed as 

(using HQ * 5S/km/sec/Mpc)

PB - 5.7 k 10*S0 0 ga cm*3 . (3)

The galactic contribution to 0 is known to be in the range 

from si to .01 and the latest determination gives as its best 

value 0 - .06, and an upper bound of 0.3.17

The assumptions and details of the abundance calculations
17 1ft

have been-described elsewhere. * Here we discuss briefly 

the input paraaeters. The calculation of primordial abundances 

depends only on: (1) total energy density and temperature and

(2) baryon density before and during nucleosynthesis. The 

dependence on the baryon density is expressed through a param

eter h defined as

(4)

o
where is the temperature in units of 10 *K. Conservation 

of baryons requires h to be constant except when entropy is 

generated in the universe. Assuming all Vjj decay at the same time

hafter * hbefore(l^) (S)
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if Ta is the temperature after release of entropy and Tb is 

the temperature before. Annihilation of electron pairs serves 

to increase the temperature of the universe by a factor of

1.4:**

h0 • h(1.4)5 (6)

• 2.75 h .

hgf the value of h before pair annihilation, will be used as 

the input parameter.

If the decay of the heavy neutrino creates photons, 

then there is an additional increase in hfl

T 3
h0 - h . (7)

Finally we may use (4) to express Pg, the present baryon 

energy density in tens of hQ and the present temperature Tq 

as

- 7.IS x 10*27( ^ ) 3 h0 . C8)

The results of the calculations in the next section will 

be expressed in terms of hg which is related to the present 

baryon density through (8).
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A. Decoupling Temperature and Density

Vjj remains in thermal equilibrium with the rest of the 

particles in the early universe through the process of (2), 

shown in Figure 1. Our present task is to calculate the 

decoupling temperature and the vH number density at decoupling.

We do not know the coupling of \>H to Z. Where the massive 

neutrinos have the largest effect on nucleosynthesis (.S-25 MeV) 

we will consider several possibilities. The first coupling un

certainty involves the space-time structure of the vH *Z vertex:

We consider two extremes, pure vector (also equivalent to pure 

axial-vector) and the combination V-A. The second uncertainty 

is in the overall strength of the coupling. The presence of 

the vH causes the largest deviation in abundances from the re

sults of the standard big bang calculation for the 5 NeV case. 

Here, in addition to the usual coupling strength expccted in gauge 

theories, we arbitrarily multiply and divide the cross section 

by a factor of ten. For light (<̂ 10”1 MeV) and heavy (>102 MeV}

Vjj, where the effect on the final abundance is smallest and 

insensitive to the above uncertainties, we consider only V-A 

coupling with

III. Calculations

as the reaction keeping Vjj in thermal equilibrium. Using only 

this part of (2) allows us to consider the possibility of \>(|

as in the case of m < .1 MeV. A summary of the cases con

sidered may be found in Table 1.

Following the prescription given in Section II and dis

cussed in detail in Ref. 10, we calculate the decoupling tem

perature and the number density at decoupling for the several 

cases mentioned above. The results are given in Table I.

Also included in Table I is the temperature Tj at which 

the universe becomes matter dominated by the heavy neutrinos. 

T^ may be found by equating the energy density of heavy neu

trinos to the energy density of' relativistic particles

2mnjj(T^) - 1.45aT* , (9)

where a - 4.72 * 10*9 MeV°JC'4 cm'3.

The numerical factor of 2 takes into account the presence 

of both Vjj and vH ; the factor of 1.4S takes into account the 

energy densities of y, ve , v0 , and v^, as well as the fact 

that the neutrino temperatures are less than the photon tem

perature after e+e* annihilation. (TY ■ 1.4 Tv.)

Since after decoupling the number of neutrinos is con

served, the number density njj decreases as T3, therefore we 

have

and (9) becomes
_  »»D

nH(T) “ * (10)
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Well before the tiae of nucleosynthesis the heavy neutrinos 

have decoupled froa the rest of the universe and subsequently 

interact only gravitationally. Therefore they only effect 

the final abundances through increasing the expansion rate of 

the universe during eleaent foraation. The general solution 

of the Einstein field equations with a Robertson-Walker aetric 

for the expansion rate in the early universe is

V*1 = (24*0p)1/2 . (12)

Nucleosynthesis occurs when T^ ~ 1 and Tabic I shows 

that for a aass of froa .S to 2S MeV the universe will be 

aatter doainated by heavy neutrinos before or during this 

tiae. The effect of Batter doaination is to increase the 

expansion rate. For aasses outside this range, the energy 

density of the heavy neutrinos is much less than the energy 

density of radiation during nucleosynthesis and may be ig

nored in (12). Thus the dependence of the abundances on hg 

outside the .5 to 2S McV aass range renains the same as in 

the canonical model.

After decoupling, the vjj density as a function of tem

perature aay be approxiaated as

"V»H(T ’' 7 1/ * p!̂ ) 2]‘/21. w i i & F V i S j
(13)
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where T^ • 1.4 Ty and n^ is the nuaber of spin projections 

allowed. We assuae n^ * 1 for V-/ interactions and ■ 2 

for V.

We have incorporated (12) into the calculation of ele

aent abundances by adding (13) to the old density in the cal

culation of the expansion rate. The rest of the standard 

prograa reaains the saae as described in Ref. 18.

The result of nucleosynthesis with heavy neutrinos is 

given in graphical fora in Figures 2 and 3 as a function of 

the input paraaeter hg. In Figure 2 the case of 5 MeV heavy 

neutrinos with a vector coupling and the cross section divided 

by ten has been coapared to the canonical results. This case 

gives the aaxiaua deviation froa the standard aodel; i.e., all 

other cases lie between these two. Figure 3 gives only the 

deuteriua abundance. Figure 3a is for V-A (vHZ) interaction, 

and Figure 3b is for V coupling.

The general nature of the deuterium result is easily under

stood: increase in the expansion rate due to the vH contribution 

to the energy density implies less tiae to convert d's into 

heavier eleaents therefore increasing, for given hg, the d-abundance.

hg is the input paraaeter of the calculation, but we need 

to know the abundances in teras of the observable present day 

baryon density. The baryon density is related to hg by (8).

If no entropy is generated in vH decay (vH * v^v^v^) then

PB(|^)5 - 7.15 x 10‘27 h 0 . (14)
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These values of pB are shown on Figures 2 and 3 but are 

correct only if vH decay does not create photons, or the 

decay before the universe is dominated by their mass.

Now, we calculate the relation of h^ and pg assuming 

the vH decays do create photons. The energy density of the 

non-relativistic neutrinos before decay is

p (T„) - 2»mH CTb) . (15)
H

Conservation of neutrinos requires

T 3

nH (V  “'"dOtj) T77J ■ (16>

F°r Tjj < 10 °K it is necessary to include the factor of 2.75 

from the heating of photons b/ e*e*. We assume that the decay 

proceeds via -*■ ♦ y so that one-half of the energy density 

VH * VH before decay is deposited in the photon sea. (Other 

assumptions for the dominant decay, e.g., ♦ e+e'w^, ♦ 2y, 

could lead to different predictions.) Therefore

PY ( V  * " V V

(17)
T  T

T T T tifZ)
mnD / Tb\3

D

If we assume the photons Yjj quickly thermalize20 then

P¥ CTa) ■ aT* . (18)yH a a

17

Equating (17) and (18) and using (11)

.T. .3 y2.75aTj! * 

(if) - <-***)’■
(19)

(rf) •

It will be convenient to express Ta in terms of a redshift z

Ta - 2.7(l*z) °K

2.7z °K z »  1

(20)

Further we expect z s 106 so, for convenience, we define x as

x - 12^ (21)

i e T - 2-1 * 106i.e. ia -

Then we have

(Jk)3 . 3 . 7 ^ -lg6 (Tl in °K) (22)

and (8) becomes

The present baryon density as a function of hfl is shown in 

Figure 4 for several values of the parameters x and m. The
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variable of interest in (23) is x, which below w i n  be related 

to the lifetime. Assuming here and below TQ ■ 2.7*K

x - 4.65 * 109 ^S- . (24)
1

The observational limits on A were discussed in the previous 

sectio”, and froa Figure 3 limits may be placed on hQ by the 

deuterium abundance. The final step in this section will be 

to relate x to the lifetime of the heavy neutrino.

At the time of decoupling the age of the universe is 

less than one second. Therefore the lifetime of Vjj may be 

well approximated by the age-of the universe when vH decays. 

The age of the universe when it becomes matter dominated is

ti . i.»l  j J gf! (25)

T1

During matter domination (from Tj until vH decays at Tb)
-3/2

the age of the universe scales as T , so we muy express 

the lifetime of vH as

_ _ 1.92 * i O » / Tn V *

------------i* ----- W

1.92 x 1020 T1 / 2 \1/2
— 1172 {t j s J <26)

T1 a

2.2S * 107 x2

where use has been made of equations (25), (i9), and (21).
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In the following section we use the above results to 

obtain our lifetime bounds; we conclude this one by noting the 

following:

The helium abundance for the case given in Figure 2 (the 

case of maximum deviation from the standard result) is larger 

than the canonical result and may slightly exceed the maximum 

value observationally allowed. The mass fraction of *He is 

nearly indepemdent of hQ, therefore insensitive to the decay 

mode of v^. A limit is not warranted from the helium abundance, 

but it should be noted that if many such heavy neutrinos exist 

their effect on the *He abundance may become important.
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A. The Bounds

Our most interesting result involves bounds on the radia

tive lifetime t r  for Vjj •* v^y. We can express the lifetime 

in terms of the parameters: h0 which defines the baryon density 

at the time of nucleosynthesis, 0, the ratio of the present 

baryong density to the critical density 5.7 * 10*30 gm cm'3, 

and Tj, the temperature at which the mass of the universe is 

dominated by the contribution from heavy neutrinos. Using (24) 

and (26), we have

8 ( V 0)2
t d  = 4.865 * 108 -----2 _ _  . (27)
R oyioV

For each case considered, we read Tj from Table I, find the 

upper and lower limits on h^ necessary to give the observed 2H 

abundance from Figure 3, and use (27) to calculate upper and lower 

bounds on tr. These bounds are given in Figure 5 as a function of 

ft for representative cases, and given for all cases in Tabic II.

If the vH decays before the universe is matter dominated, our 

use of (19) is invalid and the time at matter domination is a 

bound below which we can say nothing, i.e., if < t^(T^) our 

statements for ■» 3v^ will apply also to -» ♦ y since there 

will be no significant increase in the photon temperature.

In Figure S the solid lines are the upper bounds on the 

radiative lifetime for the masses indicated. The dotted lines

IV. Results and Conclusions
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may be interpreted as a lower bound only if the Vjj exist long 

enough to dominate the universe with their mass. The dashed 

line marked "previous result" arises from the condition that 

the photons thermalize, and was calculated in Ref. 10; it 

applies to all masses. Values of tp less than the dashed line 

are allowed; values above are forbidden.

Only in the case of a low density universe (one in which 

cosmic deuterium is produced) do the results of Table II and 

Figure 5 apply; however that is exactly the result of the re

cent best measurements. For a mass range of 10 1 MeV to 10.0 

MeV, and a value of SI * .06, the (independent) restrictions 

obtained above from the deuterium abundance on the maximum 

radiative lifetime exceed previous limits by as much as 2.5 

orders of magnitude.

Allowed bounds on tR as a function of mass for a particu

lar value of a, n ■ .06, are shown in Figure 6. For the sake of 

simplicity we will only consider V-A and a * 1 cases from Table

II. From Table II it is obvious that deviations from the results 

for these choices are minor. The regions in Figure 6 that are

allowed lie between the solid lines (results from Table II from
2
H bounds) or beneath the dashed line (vH decays before matter 

domination--Table I). Thus all the values below the upper 

solid line are allowed except for a small forbidden region that 

is cross-hatched.
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i. Mtik h t t n c t l M  Models

Now mo i M n i i  the question of whether requiring lifetimes 

to bo in Che allowed regions of Figure t on Tg can select among 

weak Interaction models. Toward this end, consider the matrix 

oleaont for vN * Vj*. The only gauge invariant fora is

M - f tttp’Jo^CiiTrjJuCpjCy (28)

where p • p* ♦ q, eu is the polarisation vector for the photon, 

and f if au i 

The width is

and f is au arbitrary coupling constant of dimension mast'1

r • m5 (29)

where • is the nass of V||. Below, we write alt masses in MeV 

and the tine in seconds. Corresponding to (29) ve have

_ . 4rt 

T*
-21 (30) 8.27 » 10 “

7~J~
f m

seconds

Following Goldman and Stephenson12 we now consider throe 

reasonable choices for f: A) the result of a first order weak 

coupling with neutrino nixing, B) first order weak with heavy 

charged leptons,and C) "second" order weak.

For first order weak, the Matrix element is

(An <* W)u<p,)o‘*vqw (l*>r5)tt(p) (51)

/It*2
with Cp the Ferai constant, and the nunerical factors coming 

from, for example, the graph of Figure 7; M is the nass cf a 

heavy charged lepton. There are more graphs ‘nvolving Higgs 

particles, etc., so we consider (31) as only an order of 

magnitude estimate. Ve have also suppressed Cabibbo-like 

leptonic angles. Because of these uncertainties wc will 

consider A and B as parameters and consider values in the range

0.1 < B2, A2 < 10 (32)

reasonable.

It would not be unreasonable in gauge theories for the

first order weak diagrams to cancel. The "second" order

weak (actually otder C/m2) amplitude is

^  ^  mu(p,)o‘‘vq (liYe)u(p) . (33)

/7S*2 %

where AM2 is the difference of the square of two heavy leptons and
2 2 2 2

is the mass of the W boson. C , like A and B , may be

assumed to vary in the Tange 9.1 to 10. Using (28), (31),

and (33), the possibilities for f are

13
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f2 - 9.51 * 10'28

f *> 2 
A*m (case A)

BZM 2 (ease B) (34)

m2 casc gj

Using (30) for we compare in Figure 8 the three possi* 

bilities for Tg from (34) using /tVp ■ 4 GeV, ■ 40 CeV,

M ■ 2 GeV; and A 2 , B2 and C2 in the range .1 to 10. The solid 

line in Figure 8 is the upper curvc in Figure 6. U'e also show 

in Figure 8, for comparison, the upper limits on t from o < oQ 

and from the requirement of thermalization as well as the lower 

limit on t from laboratory experiments.

From the figure we sec that for a heavy neutrino mass 

less than iZO MeV, scconJ order weak transitions (case C) will 

have too long a lifetime, the universe will be matter dominated 

by vH for an appreciable amount of time resulting in the deu

terium abundance being incorrectly predicted. For masses less 

than =5 MeV, the same problem arises in the neutrino mixing

case (case A) . for m < .8MeV case B will result in \l c scatter-
c

ing larger than allowed by the Reines experiment (line S).

The limits given here ciinuot be used with complete confi

dence until more definite values of the primordial ‘11 abundance 

and the present baryon density arc availuolc. Our limits on 

the radiative lifetime and the coupling involved may best be 

interpreted as suggestive of reasonable values. However because 

of the difficulty of detecting such neutrinos, indirect evidence

25

such as presented here may for some time provide the best avail

able evidence of their properties.

It is also possible to apply the results of this paper 

to particles with other spins such as scalar or pseudoscalar 

mesons (Higgs, axions, etc.). The only condition necessary 

is that their lifetime be long enough that they are present 

after nucleosynthesis.

In conclusion, we draw the reader’s attention once again 

to Figure 8 which summarizes the information presently avail

able from cosmology on the lifetimes of massive neutral weakly 

interacting leptons as a function of their mass. It is in nany 

respects remarkable that such detailed information may be in

ferred from such a remote event.
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Figure 1: 

Figure 2:

Figure 3:

Figure 4: 

Figure 5:

Figure 6:

FIGURE CAPTIONS

The reaction that keeps \>H in thermal equilibrium 

in the early universe.

A comparison of the canonical abundances (solid 

line) and the abundances predicted for the case 

of a 5 NeV neutrino with vector coupling and o/lO 

(dotted lines). (Assuming the neutrino has not 

decayed before nucleosynthesis.) All other cases 

in Table I lie between these two extremes.
y

The predicted H abundances as a function of h^ for 

all cases of Table I. 3a) is for V-A coupling;

3b) for V coupling. If m >  102 or m < .5 MeV 

the canonical result accurately describes these 

cases.

The dependence of the present day baryon density 

upon the parameters of equation (23).

Upper and lower limits on the radiative lifetime as 

a function of Q for representative values of Table

II. All cases are V-A with coupling strength of 1. 

Upper and lower bounds (solid line) for Q • .06 on 

the radiative lifetime of as a function of the 

mass. The allowed region is between the solid 

line or beneath the dashed line (the time when the 

universe becomes dominated by Vjj) . The cross 

hatched region is disallowed.



Figure 7: An example of diagrams involved in the calculation 

of the radiative vH lifetime. W is the charged 

intermediate vector boson, « is the Higgs field, 

and M is a heavy lepton.

Figure 8: Comparison of the radiative vu lifetime (as a func-
n

tion of the vH mass) for the three cases discussed 

in the text with astrophysical upper and experimental 

lower limits. Lines 1 through 4 are upper bounds 

on t from astrophysics: 1 is from requiring the 

decay neutrinos not be detected in the Davis experi

ment (Kef. 10), 2. is from requiring the present 

energy density of vH decay products not exceed the 

maximum allowed (Refs. 9, 10), 3 is from nucleosyn

thesis (Figure 6), 4 is from requiring photons from 

Vjj decay thermalize (Ref. 10). The cross-hatched 

region is the disallowed region from Figure 6.

Lines S through 7 are lower bounds on the radiative 

vH lifetime from laboratory experiments (Ref. 10):

5 is from v e scattering, 6' is from v e scattering.
® w

Possible values of the radiative lifetimes lie 

below 1 * 4  and above S • 7. Therefore, radiative 

decays for neutrinos of mass less than 0.1 MeV 

are ruled out. The shaded regions are cases A, B 

and C from Section IVb.
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Table II

Limits on the radiative lifetime of heavy neutrinos for the cases of Table I to correctly
2

predict the *H abundance.

Mass
(MeV)

Coupling
form

Coupling
strength

a

Limits oil hQ (Fig. 3) Limits on t r  (Eq. 27)

1 0 '2 V-A 1 2.88 » 1 0 '5 < h„ < 7.94 * 10' 5 6.21 x l0 3/fl2 < r R < 4 .72 x io 4/ n 2

10 '1 V-A 1 2.88 * 10*5 < iig < 7*94 x 10*S 6.21 x I0l/a2 < t r  < 4.72 x 102/Jl2

.5 V-A 1 3.80 x 1 0 'S < hg < 1.0S x 10‘4 4.39 x i0 ° /n 2 < xR < 3.35 x lO1/^ 2

.5 V 1 4.78 * 10‘S < hjj < 1.27 x 10‘4 1.74 x iO°/fl2 < tr < 1.23 x l o W

5 V-A 1 6.92 x 10*S < hQ < 1 . 7 8  x 10 '4 4.56 x 10‘Vft2 < tr  < 3.02 x 10°/fl2

5 V-A 0 .1 7.94 x io ' 5 < h0 < 2.04 x aO'4 2.50 x 1 0 'V n 2 < tr < 1.6S x 10°/fl2

5 V-A 10 4.47 x 10‘5 < hQ < 1.20 x 1 0 '4 1 .9a x 10°/n2 < t R < 1.39 X 10 V«2

S V 1 8.51 x io*S < hjj < 2.19 x 10' 4 1.91 x lO ^/Q 2 < tr  < 1.26 x 10°/n2

5 V 0 .1 1.10 x io ‘4 < hQ < 2.88 x 10‘4 1.25 x lO ^ /tl2 < tr  < 8.55 x io ' W

5 V 10 5.01 x io ‘S < h0 < 1.32 x 10 '4 1.20 x lO°/n2 < xR < 8.31 x 10°/02

10 V-A 1 6.03 x i o '5 < h0 < 1.58 x 10‘4 6 .SO x 10~1/IJ2 < tr  < 4.46 x l0 °/tl2

10 V 1 5.37 x i o '5 < h0 < 1.41 x l o '4 2.48 X 10' W  < tr  < 1.71 X 10°/fl2

25 V-A 1 4.07 * 10‘5 < h0 < 1.10 x 10‘4 3.05 x 10°/n2 < tr  < 2.30 x 10X/n 2

25 V 1 4.27 x io*5 < h„ < 1.14 x 10 '4 2.38 x 10°/n2 < t r  < 1.69 x io l /n 2

102 V-A 1 2.88 x lo ‘S < h„ < 7.94 x 1 0 'S 5.57 x loV ft2 < TR < 4.24 x io 2/fl2

103 V-A 1 2.88 x io ‘S < h„ < 7.94 x 10 'S 1.82 X 10S/n 2 < tr  < 1.38 x 106/n 2
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